Automotive Components Chamber Solutions
Commercial & Industrial Chamber Solutions
Innovative Dome-shape Chambers
SAC-10 Plus Triton
Multi-axes Solution
Non-combustible Frankosorb® Hybrid & Pyramid Absorbers
Perfect.
In every sense.
Frankonia Group

Frankonia is recognized as a highly specialized technology corporation for EMC anechoic chambers and test systems within the automotive and industrial sector for testing the electromagnetic compatibility. With our expertise, flexibility, quality and a high degree of technology, we generate future-proof solutions on a global scale.

Frankonia is the preferred supplier for complete solutions when it comes to the implementation of EMC test facilities. Passionate employees, many of them with longtime affiliation and experience, plan, coordinate, and define customized solutions with and for our customers that meet today’s and future standards. Due to our commitment to provide holistic EMC lab solutions, we offer outstanding expertise in every phase of a project.

Frankonia’s project business convinces with its in-house project management, engineering and production, a trend-setting research, as well as its own installation and service team. Like this, we make sure to provide a high level of technology and quality.

Frankonia stands for
› Customized Anechoic Chambers
› Individual EMC Test Systems
› Highest quality
› Latest technology
› Reliability
› Unique absorbers
› Future-proof solutions

Frankonia provides
› Anechoic Chambers and Test Systems
› Turnkey solutions
› Expertise in every stage of a project
› Everything from one source
› In-house engineering and manufacturing
› Global presence and worldwide activity

Frankonia’s Anechoic Chambers are part of testing laboratories in different industries all over the world. Customers from commercial test institutes, manufacturers of electronic devices, as well as customers from the automotive or military industry trust Frankonia’s solutions for now more than 30 years.

Frankonia trusted solutions
› Unique nano thin-film absorber technology (Frankosorb®)
› Modular and prefabricated standards
› Completely dismountable chambers as everything is screwed
› Stable quality and technology through our own manufacturing and engineering
› Complete range of products
› Customized turnkey solutions